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An explanation of long term Keeling curve increasing by accumulated 





























































































































































































































































????Keeling??We point out, in closing, that the unprecedented steep decline in the 
atmospheric CO2 anomaly ended late in 1993. Neither the onset nor termination was 
predictable. Environmental factors appear to have imposed larger changes on the rate of rise 
of atmospheric CO2 than did changes in fossil fuel compustion rates, suggesting uncertainty 
































































































?1990???????????????C.D. Keeling?1996????In addition, the annual 
amplitudes show maxima which appear to reflect a sensitivity to global warming episodes 
that peaked in 1981 and 1990. We propose that the amplitude increases reflect increasing 





































































































































2008???????????????????????1959? 1??? 2008? 1????????
?????????????????1959? 1???? 1959?????? 1/12????????
million metric ton?




 ?R=a Sin(2?(x+pa)/dL)+b Sin(2?(x+pb)/dL)+c Sin(2?(x+pc)/dL)+d Sin(2?(x+pd)/dL)
 ??????????a? 2.80664, b? 0.771294, c? 0.0888719, d? -0.0665677, pa? -1.22472, 
pb? 1.54113, pc? 1.2914, pd? 0.690462????
?6?Mauna Loa?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
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